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Abstract 
One of the constraints of low productivity of chili caused by a viral infection called Gemini virus. Viral infections potentially 
reduce yields by 20-100%. Due to these conditions, it is necessary to look for methods in monitoring and evaluating virus attack 
on chili to get a better yields production. The purpose of this study is to analyze the chili farms that were exposed by virus. Image 
acquisition is done through aerial photography via multi-copter. Bayesian segmentation is used to determine the level of virus 
attacks on individual plant with a 3-dimensional input color component (R, G, B) and 4 segmentation target. 
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1. Introduction 
According to the Central Statistics Agency [1], national chili crop harvested area reached 120.275 hectares (ha) 
with total production of 954.363 tons, that means the national productivity reached 7.93 tons / ha. One of the 
constraints of low productivity of chili caused by a viral infection called Gemini virus. Chili plants that are infected 
by this virus generally suffered from growth retardation and decreased. Yellow Leaf Curl Virus (PYLCV) that 
belongs to family Geminiviridae Begomovirus [2] is very harmful for chili. Infected plants from this virus showed 
symptoms of chlorosis on leaves, leaf edges curl up like a bowl (cupping), leaf curling and yellowing, stunted plants 
and flowers fall, according to Trisno [3].  
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The virus is classified in the family Geminiviridae and divided into Begomovirus. The Begomovirus genus has 
genome size around 2.5-2.9 kb and usually attacks dicotyledonous plants [2]. Gemini viral diseases in Indonesia are 
known by various names such as: Brekele disease (West Sumatra and Bengkulu), Golkar disease (Central Java and 
East Java),  Bule disease (East Java), and Kuning (in other places). 
In Indonesia, Gemini virus was first reported attacked tobacco plant in 1989. In 1996 the virus was designated as 
a latent virus in Asian countries, namely Indonesia, Malaysia, Philippines, Thailand and Taiwan. This virus began to 
attack chili crops in Lembang in 2001. This yellow virus attacks area across Indonesia in 2004 reached 984.6 ha 
which caused financial loss to Rp 7.31 billion with yield losses approximately 20-100% [4]. Therefore, it is 
necessary to provide a good method in monitoring and evaluating the range of virus attacks to determine what coud 
be done to eradicate it.  
The purpose of this study is to predict the percentage of Gemini virus attacks on chili farms visually by 
analysisng aerial-images of the field that has infected by Gemini virus. These image were taken using multi-copter 
aerial photographs. 
2. Methods and Material 
Aerial photography was conducted to capture red chili plants that were infected by Gemini virus with a position 
perpendicular to the earth's surface. Red chili plant was taken in an area of 5,600 m2 in Liwa, Padang district, West 
Lampung. The study was divided into two in which are data retrieval from direct field observation and image 
acquisition through multi-copter.   
After filtering, the picture was organised in order to make one grid represents one plant. RGB value of each grid 
was analyzed using a program in order to obtain the average RGB values. The data value of the average RGB is 
tested with Bayesian segmentation method and classified it into four conditions, acute virus attack as class 0, middle 
virus attack as grade 1, low virus attack as class 2 and class 3 for healthy crop. Furthermore, the map is generated 
according to the result of the Bayesian segmentation method. 
Gemini virus attack was classified with Nonparametric Bayesian methods using three variables of data (3-
dimensional), ie average value Red color, Green color, and Blue color. Core estimator of a random sample X1, 
X2, ...,Xn with core K and window width h according to Johnston  [5] in Solahudin [6]  as follows: 
 
                                                                    (1) 
 
Assessment of core value at each sample point was done by summing n numbers of the hill that has an extensive    
(1 / n). Core (kernel) used a probability density function with the mean of 0 and standard deviation is not equal to 0. 
The core used on the normal distribution is a Gaussian kernel, which is determined by the following formula: 
     (2) 
 
The assessment of the core values of a class of sample X is expressed in the form of the following equation: 
 
    (3) 
 
f (x)  = high suspicion of opportunities on the class C functions for feature x, c = 0,1,2,3  
xij = the ith observation to the component j (j: 0, 1, 2, 3)  
hj = parameter to the width of the window for component j  
K (t) = is the standard normal (average of 0 and a standard deviation of 1)  
d  = dimension of the vector (R, G, B)  
n  = number of observations  
s  = standard deviation of the component to the j 
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Based on the results of the calculation of f(x) in each class, the classification of Gemini virus attack rate is 
determined by choosing the value of the class based on the f(x) value. If the f(x) value of class 0 is greater than the 
f(x) value of class 1, class 2 and class 3, the red chili plants are classified as class 0. This is also aplied to other 
classes (class 1, class 2, and class 3). 
3. Result and Discussion 
Filtering the image is required to separate the desired object with unwanted objects. In this study the object mulch 
and soil are removed by result of filtration with a barrier of parameter values of R, G, and B and make sure that 
there are only chili plants. The trial results shows a lot of main object (chili plants) eliminated from the image. This 
is caused by the observation of the value of the R, G, B in each object has a range of values that are intersected.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
(a)                                       (b)             (c) 
 
Fig. 1. (a) graph RG value range of soil (*) and chili plants (*); (b) graph GB value range of soil (*) and chili plants (*); (c) Graph value range of 
R/G and G/B on soil (*) and chili plants (*) 
 
In this study, a comparison value G with B and R with G is selected as the limiting value for filtering purposes.  
By using the value of G/B and R/G as a boundary filtering, the  program then is able to distinguish between soil and 
chili plants.  The value filter for mulch ranged on 1.1≤ G/B <1.36 and the value of soil filter is in  G/B <1.59  and 
R/G> 0.85. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
     
                (a)                                               (b)                                               (c)  
 
Fig. 2. (a) image before filtering; (b) image after filtering; (c) segmentation result 
 
In this study, 40 samples data were taken randomly as training data. The training result of non-parametric 
Bayesian methods produces 100% accuracy.  Validation accuracy is done by comparing between the classifications 
of direct observation with Bayesian segmentation method. Based on data obtained from the percentage of virus 
attack in individual plants, the rate of accuracy validation for 4 classes reached 64.24%. Furthermore, the overall 
method used in distinguishing between healthy crop conditions and diseased plants has an accuracy of 91.25%.  The 
validation process of Bayesian method for image segmentation in the field area scale is done by taking the average 
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data of each RGB image of a grid in the field area (block). Each block is analyzed to determine the percentage of 
each rate class based on Gemini virus attack, ranging from grade 0 to grade 2. Data as the result of Gemini virus 
attack analysis then compared by expert opinion (farmers), which states that the land attacked by the Gemini virus 
with the value of 70%. Validation was done by comparing the results of the program and expert opinion (farmers) 
by using Root Mean Square Error (RMSE). Based on the calculation obtained average value of 4.42% error, which 
means the program has an accuracy of  95.58% in predictions of Gemini virus attacks in the land of chili plants. 
4. Conclusions 
Segmentation of chili plants was conducted using Bayesian method. From 40 plants used as training data, this 
study obtained an accuracy of 100%. Validation accuracy is done by comparing between the classifications of direct 
field observation with Bayesian segmentation method. Based on the data obtained by the percentage of virus attack 
in individual plants, the rate of accuracy validation for 4 classes reach 64.24%., while the value of accuracy that 
only distinguish the healthy and diseased plants is 91.25%.  The program has an accuracy of 95.58% in predicting of 
Gemini virus attacks in the land of red chili crops. 
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